Subject: ERGEG public consultation on fundamental electricity data transparency
Date: 11 October 2010
From: GPX

Dear Mrs. Geitona,
Sorry for my relatively unprepared other comment (still valid in my idea) on last Friday.
The focus of GPX, my company, is on the transparancy for consumers regarding the
specific energy used from suppliers, and for suppliers to be able to make an ICT trusted
connection from certain production via a trusted user account (at supplier) to certain
consumption (meter at user) in order to book energy to users that subsequently can claim
the use of certain sources of electrical energy.
I now would like to give more accurate comment. This is on question nr 9 from the
Consultation Questions for Draft Comitology Guideline on Fundamental Electricity Data
Transparency.
9. The draft document suggests that the information on unavailabilities of consumption
units is disclosed in an anonymous manner identifying the bidding area, timeframes and
unavailable load. Do you consider these pieces of information sufficient for the
transparency needs of the internal wholesale electricity market or should also the name
of the consumption unit be published?
In the (later on) to be (inter)connected "smart grids", the process of allocation and
reconciliation from certain production to certain use of electricity is in need of a good
system of coding the production in order to facilitate electricity transparancy for
consumers in making the choice on energy sources.
In order to integrate transparancy the ENTSO-E Workshop 11 October 2010 can play a
significant role to enable integration of initiatives to identify all production-facilities with
a specific number, related to the unique identification of the measurement system for that
production facility, in such a way that this may be combined with attached lists (PRO
Fact Sheet 5, release 5.3 and PRO Fact Sheet 5, release 6.0) regarding the types of
facilities (load or production). It may be noted that release 6.0 is still to be implemented
by AIB members following systems change.
Source for this list: http://www.aibnet.org/portal/page/portal/AIB_HOME/AIB_OPE/EECS/PRO_FACTS
From ebIX in ENTSO-E I understand this domain regarding "Guarantees of Origin" is
called a "Certificate Area" and is mentioned a "A Market Area" in document:
http://www.ebix.org/Documents/eBIX_EFET_and_ENTSO_E_Harmonised_electricity_
model.pdf
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